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This research project has led to the birth of a book, titled Incorporating Culture 

into English Conversation Instruction for EFL Learners in Taiwan: A Ground Study of 
What and How.  The following is the abstract of the book.  

Over the years in my English Conversation class many instances of cultural 
clashes surfaced in the dialogues students simulated or role-played.  These clashes 
suggest that we, both teachers and students, in the process of teaching and learning 
English conversation, cannot but confront culture as a deeply ingrained and 
pervasively influential element of the discourse.  It is for that purpose that the book  
Incorporating Culture into English Conversation Instruction for EFL Learners in 
Taiwan: A Ground Study of What and How is born.  To make the scope of the 
research more manageable, this book has chosen to focus on Taiwanese students with 
high-intermediate to advanced level of English proficiency as the primal learners and 
the English spoken by North Americans, i.e., Canadians and US Americans of 
European decent, as the target discourse.  Efforts to tackle conversation-related 
cultural issues as manifested in interaction involving these two cultural groups have 
led to six chapters of discussion, which are briefed respectively as follows. 

Chapter one delineates the background and purpose of the study.  A review of 
the existing literature shows that though a large body of culture-related conversation 
research exists in the linguistics and communication disciplines, they are mostly 
cross-cultural and/or microscopic in nature (i.e., comparing one specific linguistic or 
communicative phenomenon in two or more languages respectively) and often feature 
other Asian countries than Taiwan.  It is therefore of limited help in illuminating 
culture’s influence on Taiwanese when conversing in English with North Americans.  
An empirical study was thus exigently needed to examine Taiwanese students’ 
dialoguing experience as a whole and as an interface of their home and the target 
cultures.  To better understand culture’s role in such endeavor, the current study 
proceeded with four research questions, which are presented at the end of the chapter: 
(1) how is culture a mediating factor in English conversation between Taiwanese and 
North Americans? (2) what cultural differences are most commonly and poignantly 
experienced by Taiwanese in their English conversations with North Americans? (3) 
what pedagogical implications do these culturally varied conversation practices 
suggest for English Conversation curriculum? and (4) what teaching materials and 
activities can be devised to assist Taiwanese students in dealing with these differences 
when engaged in English conversation with North Americans?  

Chapter two details the methodologies utilized including the participants, 
data-collection methods and procedure, and data-coding measures.  To obtain 
multiple perspectives on the questions pursued, the research employed two 
methodologies—phenomenology and conversation analysis—for two self-contained 
but related studies.  The phenomenological study aimed to obtain EFL learners’ 
accounts of their experience of conversing with North Americans.  To do so, I sought 
out forty-two Taiwanese young adults with a high-intermediate to an advanced level 
of spoken English proficiency and extensive interaction with North Americans and 
put them into six focus groups for a semi-structured interview.  The conversation 
analysis study, on the other hand, allowed me as a researcher to examine how culture 
unfolds or evolves in the actual conversation between these two groups.  To do so, I 
set up a language exchange program where four freshman English majors with high 
intermediate spoken English proficiency and four English native speakers had weekly 
conversation.  Complementing each other, these two methodologies had shed helpful 
lights on the inquiries.  While a phenomenological inquiry solicits participants’ 
accounts that are macroscopic and retrospective in nature, conversation analysis 
produces microscopic records of conversation-in-action from the researcher’s point of 



view. 
The findings of the phenomenological study were reported in chapter three. 

Cultural differences experienced by Taiwanese when dialoguing with North Americans 
were documented in five domains of rapport management, including illocutionary, 
discourse, procedural, stylistic and nonverbal, and in settings for socializing.  While 
some reported differences coincided with what has been noted in the literature, others 
were first-time discoveries featuring many fresh perspectives.  Many informants’ 
savvy knowledge of the two cultures and their profound insights into what is beneath 
their and their North American counterparts’ tangible behaviors also result in 
discussion about cultural disparities in communication practice in general and in 
people’s conceptualizations of conversation.  A wide range of cultural bumps or 
clashes were thus captured, an achievement which an intercultural study with a 
microscopic focus would fail to land.  Although the discussion in this chapter is far 
from exhaustive and at times tentative or lacking profundity, it has resulted in a more 
global understanding of the verbal and nonverbal challenges that await Taiwanese 
students when conversing in English with North Americans. 

The findings of the conversation analysis study were presented in chapter four.  
The analysis of the language exchange conversations and post-conversation 
interviews from four Taiwanese-North American dyads had led to different 
discoveries about culture’s impact on Taiwanese people’s English dialoguing 
experience.  Here cultural differences were documented primarily in the area of topic 
nomination and pursuit, conversational grounding, self-disclosure, and conversational 
storytelling.  In addition, an individual factor—the native speaker’s intercultural 
communicative competence—was found to be an important mediator of culture’s 
influence on such intercultural dialogue.  Although not as many culturally diversified 
conversational practices were discussed in this chapter, the line-by-line analysis of the 
actual conversation extracts has rendered the discussion a greater depth and evidenced 
the power as well as the limitation of culture’s influence on conversation across 
cultural boundaries. 

Teaching suggestions for cultivating Taiwanese students’ competence to 
converse in English with North Americans are proffered in chapter five.  The 
findings derived from the two studies advocated a direct, as opposed to an indirect, 
approach to teaching English conversation.  To realize this approach, I put forward 
sixteen teaching focal points across three—affective, cognitive and 
behavioral—learning domains.  With respect to affective preparation, Taiwanese 
students should be made aware of the following: (1) conversation should be motivated 
by a desire to reach out and not just to practice English, (2) personality like shyness is 
neither the sole nor a permanent, irreversible factor of a conversation, (3) the 
interlocutors of a conversation should be viewed as equally qualified and valuable 
participants and each one’s cultural upbringing, different but equal, and (4) the 
outcome of a conversation depends on the commitment and performance of all parties 
involved.  As for cognitive learning, students in the local English conversation class 
should acquire the knowledge of Sino-North American cultural differences in (1) 
communication practice in general, (2) conceptualization of conversation, and (3) 
common settings for social conversation and ways of conducting a conversation in 
those settings.  Finally, to converse smoothly and successfully with North Americans, 
Taiwanese students ought to be equipped with the skills of (1) initiating a 
conversation with strangers and responding to a conversation initiated by strangers, (2) 
using English conversation routine expressions, (3) sustaining a conversation, (4) 
managing different conversational topics, (5) performing face-threatening 
illocutionary acts, (6) grounding information, (7) telling stories, (8), performing the 
nonverbal behaviors commonly seen in North American conversations, and (9) using, 
whenever possible, idiomatic, colloquial English expressions.  Besides a general 
discussion of the rationale, teaching materials and activities for actualizing each of the 
above teaching concerns are also gathered or constructed in the chapter. 

Chapter six serves as the conclusion of the book.  It briefly reviews each of the 
preceding chapters.  It also pinpoints several directions in which the future research 
can pursue as a way of continuing this intricate line of inquiry. 



To solve the cultural puzzle in the English conversation discourse between 
Taiwanese and North Americans, the book has marked the first step.  It is my hope 
that this step can eventually lead to a long stride in understanding culture’s role in such 
intercultural encounters and thus better training of interlocutors of both cultural groups 
for a successful and gratifying engagement.    


